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Net$ync II Conductor System
System Optimization
The Quincy Net$ync II Conductor system 
selects the most efficient combination 
of compressors based on demand. 
Consistent, steady pressure will optimize 
production and minimize power costs. 

Save 20% to 60% in Energy Costs
Synchronizing compressed air output 
with demand ensures the system will 
never operate more compressors or use 
more electricity than is required.

Universally Deployable
The Net$ync II Conductor system can be used with almost any combination of compressors 
regardless of make or local control type. It provides a main control “Conductor” to direct the 
machine-specific interface modules. The interface modules are individually dedicated to 
operate stop/start, fixed speed, variable capacity and VSD compressors. The more complex 
the system, the greater the energy savings potential.

Selectable Pressure Bands, Machine Priorities  
and Modes
Advanced algorithms allow the operator to 
customize operating protocols for optimum 
performance and efficiency.

Reduced System Maintenance
Running only those compressors required to satisfy 
demand will minimize the total running hours of all 
compressors and reduce the load on downstream dryers 
and filters. Reduced running time and lighter loads also 
translate into reduced maintenance. 

Optional Remote Monitoring Software and Expanded I/O
Monitor your entire system performance from your 
desktop. Adding inputs, such as filter pressure drop 
or dewpoint allows you to keep a close watch on 
your process.

 

Power$ync I/O Gateway

Q485 Gateway

Net$ync II Conductor-12



From systems small to large, the Quincy Net$ync II family provides an 
energy efficient solution.

Operating your compressed air system at pressures above your minimum desired level 
results in wasted energy costs. Quincy’s Net$ync II ensures your system operates at your 
optimal pressure; ensuring production consistency without excessive energy costs. 

Adjustable Pressure Band
This feature allows the operator to program scheduled changes 
to pressure operating targets to optimize energy savings. For 
example, an operator may select one target pressure for Monday 
through Friday and a lower pressure target for Saturday and Sunday 
operation, thus reducing energy costs.

Selectable Machine Priorities
Net$ync II allows users to select the priority of multiple machine 
operation in order to optimize energy savings, reduce maintenance 
and ensure consistent system pressure. For example, priorities can 
be established so that newer equipment operates first and older, 
backup machines turn on with last priority. Net$ync II Conductor 
12, 24 and VAC also include the advanced energy algorithm 
to automatically select the most efficient combination of 
compressors to satisfy the system demand. 

Mode Selection
To further customize a multiple compressor system, the Quincy 
Net$ync II Conductor system provides four operating modes:
• Energy Control Mode - Uses the advanced energy control 

algorithm to automatically select the most efficient 
combination of machines. If there is a VSD compressor in the 
network, it will typically be the lead machine.

• EHR - Equalizes running time on all compressors in the network. 
This helps synchronize maintenance cycles and prevents over-
working older machines. 

•  FIFO - (First in, First out) This is the mode used for Stop/ Start 
controls and reciprocating compressors. (Conductor -4 models 
only).

•  FILO - (First in, Last out) For fixed and variable capacity rotary 
compressors. Simple timer rotation machine selection.

Conductor 4

Conductor 12

Conductor 24

Conductor VAC



Net$ync II Conductor System
Compressor Management
Multiple compressor networks have always been difficult to control 
due to such variables as fluctuating demand, pressure switch 
repeatability, air treatment requirements, overall system design and 
piping layout. 

Typically, multiple compressor systems use a cascade method to 
maintain required pressure. In order for the trim machines to load 
on falling pressure, the cascade method requires the system to 
operate at higher pressures all of the time. A three-unit system 
might require a 20 psi pressure band to maintain system pressure. 
Unnecessarily high system pressure equals wasted energy in a 
compressor cascade system. 

Quincy’s Net$ync II Conductor system manages compressor 
operation in a very tight pressure band, eliminating energy wasting 
effects of artificial load caused by unnecessary elevated pressure. 

A typical Net$ync II Conductor system with three 100 HP 
compressors networked could save more than $10,000 annually 
versus a cascade system. 

For every two psi that the system operates above the minimum 
required pressure, 1% of compressor energy is wasted. With the 
Net$ync II Conductor system, this waste is minimized. 
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* Based on a three compressor cascade system at a 10 psi pressure range
*Based on 8,750 hrs/yr at $0.10/kwh electrical costs

* Based on a three compressor cascade system at a 10 psi pressure range
*Based on 8,750 hrs/yr at $0.10/kwh electrical costs



Net$ync II Family of System Controllers

Conductor - 4: Central management and control of networks 
consisting of two, three and four compressors. Compatible with 
fixed-speed compressors only. Includes FIFO control algorithm.  

Conductor - 12: Central management and control of networks 
consisting of two to twelve compressors, including multiple VSD 
installations. Includes energy optimizer algorithm. 

Conductor - 24: Central management and control of networks 
consisting of two to twenty-four compressors, including multiple 
VSD installations and installations with multiple compressor rooms. 
Includes energy optimizer algorithm. 

Conductor - Vac: Central management and control of vacuum pump 
networks consisting of two to twelve vacuum pumps. Includes 
energy optimizer algorithm. 

All Net$ync II Conductor models ensure a narrow pressure band 
using enhanced software. The pre-programmed software application 
can be customized and/or expanded, on site, using the password-
protected operator interface. 

System Flow Schematic
Typical Three Compressor Network
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All Net$ync II conductors and gateways feature back-lit user interfaces which are both 
informative and intuitive.



Ancillary Equipment Monitoring & Control
I/O Gateway
• Customize a system by monitoring downstream equipment
•   Automatic operating of ancillary equipment e.g. water pumps
• 8 Digital inputs
• 4 Analog inputs
• 16 Virtual Relay outputs (6 physical)

Net$ync II Sensors
• System Pressure
•	 Δ	P	across	filters,	dryers	and	receivers
• System Temperature
• System Dewpoint
• System Flow
• Compressor Current

Quincy System Monitoring (QSM) is independent of remote servers 
or other IT infrastructure hardware, allowing users to create their 
own dedicated data tunnel, freely and easily accessing information 
from wherever they will be in the world. QSM provides unrivaled 
access to system information through its intuitive HTML and Java 
screens. QSM provides such a thorough and detailed system 
analysis, it’s like having a permanent audit!

Choose Your Net$ync II Conductor

* Modular and expandable, Net$ync II can answer tomorrow’s needs today.

Function Conductor-4 Conductor-12 Conductor-24 Conductor-VAC

Max. Number of Compressors 4 12 24 12*
Max. Number of Programmable Profiles 3 4 6 4
Single, Tight Pressure Band Control x x x x
Real Time Clock Scheduling x x x x
Programmable System Pre-fill x x x x
Energy Optimizer Algorithm x x x
Multiple VSD Control x x
Ancillary Equipment Starting x
Multi-zone Control x
Multi-pressure Balance x
Back-up Pressure Transducer Capable x
Visualization of I/O Gateways 2 2 12 2

*Vacuum Pumps



Quality Comes in  
All Shapes and Sizes–
But Just One Color.

Our Promise to You. 
As a customer, you can always count on Quincy for a low cost of 
ownership through stable air pressure, easy maintenance and 
longer equipment life. And we back it all with one of the strongest 
warranties in the industry. No shortcuts and no substitutions – 
that’s the quality of Quincy. 

Quincy Has The Compressed Air Solution  
for Your Application. 
Since 1920, Quincy’s trademark blue compressors have been 
hard at work building our company’s reputation for quality and 
performance in the world’s most demanding applications and 
harshest environments. 

We’re Still Making History.
Today, you’ll find that same leadership in Quincy’s next-generation 
compressed air solutions that feature everything from smart controls 
to green technologies. We know that your company is counting on 
our reputation, that’s why every Quincy product is  
designed, constructed and proven to deliver  
exceptional customer value before it is worthy of 
wearing the Quincy name. 
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